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Abstract

It is well–known that extending a sequent calculus of positive relevant logic, for example
Dunn’s LK+ [4], so as to handle a negation is not trivial. Belnap [1], solved this problem, using
a concept of ’Display logic’, but by going outside the standard vocabulary for R. Namely, to
the standard {→,∧,∨,∼} he added not only, t and ◦, which are also needed in LK+, but T
and ∼b, where T is the disjunction of all propositions and ∼b is Boolean negation. Another
solution of this problem was presented by Brady [3], who in addition to t and ◦, used also the
classical negation, denoted by −, and additional structural connective ?, corresponding to ⊗,
defined by α ⊗ β = α ∧ − ∼ β, in order to set up the left–handed sequent system with signed
formulae, for R. Significantly simpler sequent calculus was presented by Bimbó and Dunn [2],
but only for the fragment Rt

→ of R.
We have tried to set up a sequent system for R, less entangled than Brady’s or Belnap’s.

Bearing in mind that RW allows a simple gentzenization on the standard vocabulary, GRW
[6], we formulate the system GR by adding the intensional contraction rule

` Γ[Π; Π]

Γ[Π]
(WI)

to GRW . We prove that GR presents the sequent calculus for R. Unfortunately, the rule of
cut cannot be eliminated in GR [7].
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